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SVAZEK 29 (1984) A P L I K A C E MATE M Á T I KY ČÍSLO 2 

INVESTIGATION OF PERIODICITY FOR DEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 

TOMAS ClPRA 

(Received May 10, 1983) 

It is proved that Hannan's procedure [9] for statistical test of periodicity in the case 
of time series with dependent observations can be combined with Siegel's improve
ment of the classical Fisher's test of periodicity. Simulations performed in the paper 
show that this combination can increase the power of Hannan's test when at least 
two periodicities are present in the time series with dependent observations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The first exact test for periodic components in time series was proposed by Fisher 
[5], [6], It deals with observations x l 5 ..., x„ arising from the model 

(1.1) xt = Ct + £r> t = 1, . . . , n , 

where £, represents the deterministic unobservable component of the series and er is 
the normal white noise (i.e. et ~ iid N(0, o2j) representing random errors due to 
measurement or other sources. When investigating periodicity of the series we are 
interested in periodic activity of (r. The null hypothesis is that there is no periodic 
activity 

(1-2) H 0 : C , = c 2 = . . . = c„. 

Let I„(X, x) be the periodogram of xt defined as 

(1-3) /.(A, x) = ci2
n(X, x) + b2

n(l, x) , 

where 

/2 n 

(1.4) an(X, x) = \~ YJ xt cos At, 
V n t = i 

bn(X, x) = / - £ xt sin Xt . 
\J n t=i 
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Fisher's test uses the values of this periodogram only for the frequencies 

(1.5) Xj = 2njjn , j = 1, . . . , s , 

where s is the integer part of j(n — 1). These values must be normalized to the form 

(1.6) Yj=I„(lj,x)li I„(lh x) 
1=1 

to eliminate the effect of a2. The hypothesis H0 in (1.2) is rejected at the given signi

ficance level a if 

(1.7) max Yj > gF(n, a ) , 
J=i,...,s 

where gF(n, a) is the appropriate critical value calculated according to the exact 
distributional formula for max Yj given in [ l ] or [5] and tabulated in [ l ] , [5] or 

I=l,...,s 

[14]. The use of the rth largest value from YL, ..., Ys, r > 1, in testing for periodicity 
is discussed in [7]. Walker [15] demonstrated that the dropping of the normality 
condition has little effect on the large sample distributions of the previous test sta
tistics. 

When there is a suspicion of activity at several frequencies in ( l . l ) (i.e., £f is com
posed of several periodic components), Siegel's extension of Fisher's test can be used 
(see [14]) since it has generally higher power for such compound periodicity. Its 
test statistic has the form 

(1.8) Tx = t{Yj-^F(n,x)h, 
1=i 

where (t)+ denotes max(l, 0) and X is a parameter chosen between 0 and 1. The 
exact distributional formula for Tk under the null hypothesis (1.2) can be derived 
and used for the calculation of the critical values tx(n, a) tabulated in [14], such that 
H0 is rejected for 

(1.9) Tx>t;{n,a). 

Simulation studies demonstrate that the most advantageous value for X is 0-6 (see 
[14]). It is shown in [13] that the asymptotic null distribution of Tk is the so called 
noncentral chi-squared distribution with zero degrees of freedom. 

Bolviken (see [2] or [4]) has tried, similarly to Siegel, to increase the power of 
Fisher's test for the compound periodicity. He has suggested to replace Yj in (1.6) 

s — a 

by Jn(Xj, x)l XInv^f), x), where a is a preselected constant and the periodogram 
/ = i 

ordinates In(XL), ...,In(Xs) are ordered so that In(X(L)) ^ ...,^L In(Xis)). Experience 
shows that this modification of Fisher's test consisting in putting away the largest perio
dogram values in the denominator of Yj can further increase the power of the test 
when more than one periodic component are present. 
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Another improvement of the classical Fisher's test is given in [3]. It is based on the 
fact that the maximum among /„(AJ, ...,In(ks) is frequently much smaller than the 
maximum of In(X) for all — n = k S n. 

The test for periodicity in multiple time series based on the Euclidean norm of the 
matrix of the periodogram is derived in [10]. 

All the tests mentioned have the common feature that the null hypothesis H0 

supposes the independence of the observations of the series. In practice this demand 
is often nonrealistic and therefore tests of periodicity for dependent observations 
have been looked for. The most important of them are described in Section 2 of 
this paper. However, the main purpose of this paper is to propagate the combination 
of Hannan's test from Section 2 with Siegel's test described in this section as a test 
suitable for dependent observations with compound periodicity in the alternative 
hypothesis. The theoretical justification of this combination is given in Section 3 
while the results of numerical simulations are reported in Section 4. 

2. SOME TESTS OF PERIODICITY FOR DEPENDENT OBSERVATIONS 

Let observations xl9..., xn arise from the model 

(2.1) xt = Ct + ut, t = 1, ..., n, 
CO 

where ut = ]T &f>t-j
 lS a normal linear process with a positive spectral density f(X). 

j=o 

Since such a process ut under general assumptions fulfils the relation 

(2.2) In(X u) = 2nf(k)In(k, e) + 0(n~i/2) 

(see e.g. [8]), Whittle [16] suggested to replace I„(kj9 x) in Fisher's test by 

(2.3) Kn(kp x) = In(kp x)l{2nf(kj)} , j = 1, . . . , s 

(the corresponding distributional formula for the test statistic then holds, of course, 
only asymptotically). However, we must know aprion the spectral density f(k) for 
this procedure. 

In the case of an unknown spectral density Whittle [17], [18] recommended to use 
an estimate f(k) instead of f(X) in (2.3) but this approach has a great disadvantage: 
if the null hypothesis of nonexistence of periodicities in a time series is not true the 
estimate of f(k) in the neighbourhood of the significant frequencies can be inflated 
remarkably. This inflation off(A) can reduce the values of (2.3), i.e. it can reduce the 
power of the test. Therefore Hannan [9] modified Whittle's approach in such a way 
that the regression on the harmonic with the frequency kj is taken out before com
puting the estimate of the spectral density at that frequency. The regression mentioned 
can be approximately carried out by using the corresponding value In(kj) ot the 
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periodogram: the previous e s t i m a t e / ^ ) is replaced by 

(2.4) / * (X.) = Uh)-(27l\n)Wn(Q)h(h) 9 

*J 1 - ($n2In) wn(0) 

where wn(X) is the spectral window used for the construction of the estimate /„. 
A certain version of this Hannan's test is given in [ l l ] . 

We must also mention the so called Bartlett's grouped periodogram test described 
e.g. in [12]. Here the periodogram values /„(^i), • •., I„(AS) are subdivided into several 
groups so that the spectral density corresponding to the frequencies in any of these 
groups can be considered approximately constant. Therefore it is possible to use 
in each of these groups the classical Fisher's test based on the usual periodogram 
values for the frequencies in the considered group. 

All the above mentioned procedures for the case of dependent observations are 
certain generalizations of the classical Fisher's test so that they may have rather low 
power in the case of compound periodicity similarly as the classical Fisher's test. 
So far no procedure considering this fact has been proposed for testing periodicity 
in dependent observations, although such a test would be desirable for practical 
purposes (see e.g. [4]). This has motivated this paper in which we try to combine the 
above mentioned Hannan's test with Siegel's improvement of Fisher's test described 
in Section 1. The numerical simulations in Section 4 show that this method can actual
ly improve the power of Hannan's test in the case of compound periodicity. 

3. THEORETICAL RESULTS 

Let us consider the model (2.1), where the process ut fulfils the following as
sumptions: 

00 

(3.1) ut = Y<*fit-j> 
1 = 0 

(3.2) st ~ iid N(0, a2) , 

(3.3) £ h | j l / 2 < o o , 
j = o 

2 oo 

(3.4) f(X) = — | £ <*fiiJX\2 > 0 , - 7 T ^ / l = 7 r . 
2n j=o 

The convergence of the sum in (3.3) occurs when e.g. a,- = O(j~3/2). If the spectral 
density (3.4) is even uniformly greater than zero in the interval — n = X = n then ut 

can always be expressed in the form (3.1) (see e.g. [1] or [8]). In particular, the 
assumptions (3.1) —(3.4) are fulfilled for stationary normal ARM A processes which 
are important for practical purposes. 
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The following Lemma shows that in the case of dependent observations the expres
sion Yj in Siegel's statistic (1.8) can be replaced for large samples by the expression 

KJ{kJ,x)liKJiX„x). 
z = l 

Lemma. Let the assumptions (3.1) —(3.4) be fulfilled. Then under the null hypo
thesis (1.2), 

(3.5) lim P j t ( * - & ' * ) - XgF{n, «)) > tx(n, «)} = «. 
— ^l\^K„(Xi,x) U •> 

1 = 1 

Proof. Since |(y)+ — (z) + | ^ |y — z| we can write 

(3.6) i (-^L - XUn,«)) - t (-fM- _ ^ a)\ g 
J=IKYKJL,U) J+ jml^ym„e) J+ 

= ľ 
)=í 

KЏj, ») /„(Я„ є) 

£/Ш„м) E/„(Я„є) 

I 
1=1 

K„(I,,M) y7„(i„e)-/„(/„fi) £ /„(i„e)+/„(;.,, e) i /„ ( ; .„8)- /„(A J ,8) y. K„(A„M) 

< 

[II„(Я.,<0ľ 
i = 1 

І [/Ш„ м) - /„(Я„ є)] 
1 + 

I 
J = I 

/C„(Я„ м) - /„(Я,, є) 

IШ.,є) 
+ 1 

1=1 

I-#..-) 
1 = 1 

/„(;„ e) x l ^ i , « ) - /-(*.•, e)| 

! / , ( ; „ a) !/„(;,-,£) 

= 2 
X[^„(A, «)-/„(;„ 8)] 

; = i ; = i 

- 1 s 

1 + 
II„(Я;,є) 

X|^„(Я,,м)-/„(Я„є)| 
J = I  

£Ш„є) 

We have (see e.g. [l]) 

X/„(Я„Є)/S = І8(

2/S 
i = l ( = 1 
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so that 

(3.7) £ I » ( ^ # ^ 2 < 7 2 

i=l 

in probability for n -> oo according to the weak law of large numbers since s is the 

integer part of (n — l)/2. 

Further, 

(3.8) max \Kn(kp u) - In(kp e)| -> 0 
j=l,...,s 

in probability for n -> oo according to [8]. 
Since Kn(kp x) = Kn(kj, u) under the null hypothesis (1.2), we have due to 

(3.6)-(3.8j 

i (^tA. _ Xgf{n, a)) - i ('J-i-fL - Aaf(n.«)) - 0 
' " l V E ^ * ) y+ y=lVLI„(M / + 

i = i i = i 

in probability for n -> oo so that (3.5) holds because this formula holds for Ktt(kh x) 
replaced by In(kh e), i = 1, . . . , s (the critical values tA(w, a) converge to a constant 
for n -> oo since TA has under (1.2) the asymptotic distribution described in Section 
1). This completes the proof of Lemma. 

On the basis of the previous discussion we suggest in the case of dependent observa
tions with a suspicion of compound periodicity to use the test of H0 with the critical 
region 

(3-9) I (JfL&lA. - lgF(n, A > h(n, a) , 
'=lVVX(A ;,.x) / + 

i = 1 

where 

(3.10) K*n(Xj, x) = In(Xj, x)j{2nf*(Xj)} , j = 1, . . . , s , 

and f*(kj) is defined in (2.4). 

4. SIMULATION STUDY 

To verify the result ot our lemma we performed the simulations given in Table 2. 
Some simple normal MA or AR models without periodicities were chosen and 100 
replications were carried out for each of these models at the computer ADT4130 
at the Department of Statistics of Charles University. The constants k = 0-6 and a = 
= 005 were chosen. We used critical values taken from [14], which are given in 
Table 1. Since we have known the spectral density for each of these models we could 
calculate directly the values Kn(kjy x) according to (2.3) without the modification 
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(3.10). The empirical significance levels corresponding to (3.5) are recorded in Table 2, 
They are really in very good accordance with the used theoretical significance 
level os = 0-05 so that our lemma is empirically justified. 

Table 1. The used critical values gF(n, a) and tA(n, a) 

n X 0L Øғ(n, a) tя(n, a) 

41 0-4 0-01 0-330 0-222 

41 0-6 0-05 0-270 0-116 

51 0-4 0-01 0-278 0-194 

51 0-6 0-05 0-228 0-0997 

81 0-6 0-05 0-157 0-0721 

Table 2. The frequencies of rejections of H0 for models with known spectral densities and 
without periodicities (et ~ iid /V(0, 1), X = 0-6, a = 0-05) 

Empirical significance 
Model n level corresponding 

to (3-5) 

xt= £ ř + 0-бfi^л 51 0-06 
xt= £ , + 0-8£ř_! 81 0-05 
xt = 0-5ЛГ,.! + et 51 0-07 
xt = 1-lл-ř_! - 0-5л ř_2 + et 51 0-07 

Table 3 concerns the general case with unknown spectral density when the test 
(3.9) is recommended. Parzen's estimates of the spectral densities were used with 
points of truncation ranging from nj6 to nj5 in accordance with recommendations 
in the literature (see e.g. [ l ]) . The power of the suggested test (3.9) can be compared 
with the power of Hannan's test by means of Table 3. One can see that the sug
gested tests has systematically higher power than Hannan's test in the case of com
pound periodicity. Under the null hypothesis H0 the empirical significance levels of 
both tests exceed unpleasantly the theoretical level a (see first two rows of Table 3), 
which is caused by the choice of relatively small n in the simulations (the previous 
results are only asymptotical and, moreover, the estimates of spectral densities are 
imperfect for small n); nevertheless, also in this case the suggested test gives slightly 
better results than Hannan's test. 
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S o u h r n 

VYŠЕТŘOVАNÍ РЕRЮDICIТY PRO ZÁVISLÁ POZOROVÁNÍ 

ТOMÁŠ ClPRА 

V сlánku jе dokázáno, žе Hannanův poѕtup [9] při ѕtatiѕtiсkém tеѕtování pеrìodi-

сity v případ сaѕovýсh řad ѕе záviѕlými pozorováními lzе zkombinovat ѕе Siеgеlovým 

vylеpѕеním [14] klaѕiсkého Fiѕhеrova tеѕtu pеriodiсity. Simulaсе, ktеré byly provе-

dеny, ukazují, žе tato kombinaсе můžе zvýšit ѕílu Hannanova tеѕtu, když řada ѕе zá-

viѕlými pozorováními obѕahujе alеѕpoň dv pеrìodiсké ѕložky o různýсh frеkvеnсíсh. 
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